
DIGITAL MARKETING PLAN CASE STUDIES

9 Successful Digital Marketing Case Studies .. to track and how to measure the ROI of a few different marketing
strategies, let's dig into some case studies.

After initially promoting on social media and getting no traction, Jessica, the founder was introduced to
Lifebooker, a deal site. What do you ultimately want to achieve through social? Case studies cannot be
restricted to one particular course so we can only accept material which can be used in any aspect of our
training. The process needed to mitigate traffic disruption, improve traffic, and increase organic search results.
Browse 1, case studies by marketing topic, company name or digital platform. They did systems
consolidations to ensure they converted as many leads as possible. There are a couple of things to be aware of
here: When a product on your site is purchased, you might have both e-commerce revenue and a goal value
captured for a single transaction depending on how Google Analytics is set up on your site. Here are the 20
best digital marketing case studies of to inspire in across the areas of content marketing, ecommerce, mobile,
social media, UX experience and video. The campaign ended up generating over 7, form leads, a valuable
addition for a campaign focused on brand consideration. If someone is browsing online for, say, a table, the
company can serve up a relevant ad featuring tables. In the example Brian gave , if your profit margin is 0.
They were able to successfully engage with their target audience through this content marketing hub. Then
focused on offering premium customer experience by using high-quality oils for beard care, high-end
packaging, one-business-day shipping and offering no discounts on products. You need to be confident you
have the necessary rights and permissions from partners or clients to be able to do this. While the best digital
marketing case studies demonstrate integration, depending on the unique aspects of the business, certain
channels can stand out. So if you need orders to break even, and your conversion rate is 0. This double counts
revenue, which can throw off your numbers. They developed content around solving problem to use keywords
their customers used in organic search. NAVY: Shot their first made-for-digital creative and personalized it
for those audiences for best digital marketing case studies of the year. Do these best digital marketing case
studies in provides inspiration for ? Maybe you want people to fill out their contact information through
Twitter cards. By sending us a case study you agree we can use it in training, conference speeches, book
chapters and reports and other media. They created a drop-down widget on the homepage which led to
optimized landing pages, each focusing on one of the reasons for taking out a reverse mortgage. If you'd like
to submit examples of your work then email them into CaseStudies DigitalTrainingAcademy. They also used
email marketing to promote it to their audience.


